New Titles at MSFRIC

- After War Ends: A Philosophical Perspective
  Call Number: 172.42 M466a

- Code Name Habbakuk: A Secret Ship Made of Ice
  Call Number: 623.8255 C951c

- Disjointed Ways, Disunified Means: Learning from America’s Struggle to Build an Afghan Nation
  Call Number: 355.6840973 I72d

- Hanger Flying (by Gen. McPeak)
  Call Number: 358.40092 M172h

- India’s and Pakistan’s Strategies in Afghanistan: Implications for the United States and the Region
  Call Number: 327.540581 H233i

- Is There a Middle East?: The evolution of a Geographical Concept
  Call Number: 911.56 I73

- “Over Not Through”: The Search for a Strong, Unified Culture for America’s Airmen
  Call Number: 306.27 T512o

- The Parties Versus the People: How to Turn Republicans and Democrats into Americans
  Call Number: 320.973 E26p

  Call Number: 358.41332 S445

- Social Movements and the New State: The Fate of Pro-Democracy Organizations when Democracy is Won
  Call Number: 303.484 G873s

- Special Agent Man: My Life in the FBI as a Terrorist hunter, Helicopter Pilot, and Certified Sniper
  Call Number: 92 M824s

- The Technology of Nonviolence: Social Media and Violence Prevention
  Call Number: 303.61 B665t

- Towards a World War III Scenario: The Dangers of Nuclear War
  Call Number: 355.0217 C551t

- U.S. Overseas Military Presence: What are the Strategic Choices?
  Call Number: 355.033573 U5818

New Home for Special Collections

With the opening of the new annex in the library, Special Collections has found a new home. Found in Special Collections are items that are old, historic, and valuable to the Air Force and the military. Now that the main collection has returned from the Gunter Annex storage facility, there is a plan to identify further items to be shelved with this collection. None of these items may be checked out, but only used within the Special Collections Room. Copying may be done on a case by case basis, depending on the condition of the item.